Getting Chemical and Biochemical Engineers Excited about Additive Manufacturing
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A new course was designed to attract chemical and bioengineers to additive manufacturing and to provide them with an effective approach to this new field. The goal is a wider use of the advantages of additive manufacturing for complex multifunctional components in chemical process engineering. We describe the structure of the course and the experiences from the first two years. Students show great interest and are able to develop their own functional components with assistance. Yet many have deficits in the use of CAD software, which will be remedied in the future through a specific lecture.
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1 Additive Manufacturing in Process Engineering

Triggered first of all by an amazing increase of performance in digital computing and laser technology, additive manufacturing (AM), also known as 3D printing, has evolved over the past two decades from a curiosity for niche applications to an important part of the manufacturing industry with a growing number of serious applications in many sectors [1–4]. One of the revolutionary aspects of AM is a very low entry hurdle given the availability of low-cost 3D printers and the fact that even people with little experience in classical manufacturing can now develop and produce complex parts at home on their own or collectively by collaboration in networks. This has supported the emergence of an active and creative maker community. The maker culture is a contemporary subculture, which represents a technology-based extension of do-it-yourself culture overlapping with hardware-oriented parts of hacker culture. Makers reveal themselves both in the creation of new devices and in the tinkering with existing ones [5]. Whilst most of this activity so far can be classified as part of the wider field of mechanical engineering, the core ideas increasingly fall on fertile ground also with chemical and bioengineers.

Process intensification through miniaturization of flow ducts in apparatuses, modularization of chemical plants building on standardized process equipment, and the transition from classical batch operations to automated continuous operation are key aspects of micro process technology and flow chemistry, both supporting the concept of modular plants [6]. This is applicable first of all to the production of specialty chemicals and active pharmaceutical ingredients. In this area shorter time to market and the ability to customize production are competitive advantages and frequent product changes call for plant reconfigurability and the ability to reuse existing process equipment assemblies to improve the economics. Decentralized power-to-X plants for turning local excess of renewable electrical energy together with CO₂, H₂O or N₂ into easily storable chemical energy carriers mark another application area where flexible and agile modular plants based on high-performing but cost-effective standardized process equipment are needed. Whilst a wealth of advanced designs for intensified mixers, heat exchangers, chemical reactors, separation units and multifunctional process devices have already been developed using classical micro fabrication approaches, AM now adds new opportunities to provide solutions given the unique possibility of fast and seamless transition from a computer-based design to its physical realization [2]. Yet the young process engineers are often not aware of these opportunities, and therefore the future application of this technology in chemical and bioengineering would be restricted.

As an answer to this need, we have developed and taught a new course at KIT, which sets out to introduce the
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concept and the potential of AM to the students in chemical and biochemical process engineering. More specifically, the goals of this course are:

- to make the students aware of and familiar with the opportunities of AM for process engineering,
- to show them that AM is a completely new approach enabling structures not possible otherwise,
- to foster the student's digital skills,
- to make them familiar with some of the most important AM methods – material extrusion and vat polymerization for 3D printing of plastics, laser-beam powder bed fusion for metals, and binder jetting for metals and ceramics able to make dense as well as porous parts,
- to convey to them the concept of fully digital fabrication chain using and linking together modeling and simulation, computer-aided design and additive fabrication (cf. Fig. 2),
- to show them exciting AM examples from research,
- to give them the opportunity to work with an industry-type professional 3D printer, and
- to prepare them for a second encounter with AM, be it in academic research or industry.

A practical training makes part of the module. In the practical, the students acquire hands on experience with the use of a metal 3D printer for fabrication of highly precise parts with complex shape. For this, we provide access to a recently established dedicated AM lab (cf. Fig. 1) where we integrate the experience of several decades of work on the development, characterization and application of advanced microstructured process units.

2 From Design to Experimental Testing in One Course

Additive manufacturing has been included in a wide range of engineering education [7]. The content of such courses often is tailored to the expertise and job description of the audience. The range of educational needs is very heterogeneous in vocational education and training for the existing workforce. Machine operators often are already certified mechanics and require a dedicated introduction in an AM process and machine type while engineers in the design department require a broader overview on the AM processes, their capabilities and restriction. There are a number programs offered by industry and professional associations, e.g., VDI [8], DVS [9] and SwissMEM [10], and technology transfer institutions, e.g., Fraunhofer [11] and inspire [12]. Most of these courses combine theoretical inputs and practical applications to transfer knowledge and build up experience. The Experience Transfer Model (ETM) [13] is a framework for teaching design for AM knowledge to professionals. It enables participants to select suitable parts and to redesign it for additive manufacturing.

Academic education for engineers at universities is different in terms of audience and scope compared to training experienced professionals from industry. The audience is more homogeneous since most students are at a similar stage in their academic education. This makes the formal teaching more efficient because the curriculum can build on a common starting point while the informal learning between students lacks the variety of expertise from different industrial backgrounds. The lecturer needs to compensate the informal learning by providing more examples and case studies from industry. The scope of the lecture is related to the field of study of the audience and typical job profiles of engineers in this field. Nevertheless, the curriculum should be broad since the career paths of the students are not determined yet and job profiles are becoming more flexible and fluent.

Didactic concepts like problem-based learning or the experience transfer model are typical approaches to build up AM competencies through a combination of lecture and exercise. The students learn AM process knowledge and
design guidelines and apply the knowledge in the design of an AM part. Some courses include AM selection criteria and the choice of a part to be designed [14] while others provide students with a given part [15]. The advantages of the first approach are that the important skill of identifying good AM parts is included and that the motivation of students is higher when they work on their own parts. The advantages of a given part are an easier performance evaluation of students and the validation of the built parts in a single testing environment.

The required infrastructure and resources to offer courses on design for additive manufacturing are a sufficient amount of CAD licenses and workstations, at least one AM machine for in-house production of the designed parts and testing equipment to demonstrate the improvement of the part by designing for additive manufacturing. The inhouse production is important to give first-hand experience of the production process chain from build job preparation to the finishing of the part. Collaborating with external AM service providers is an option only when they are willing to build and share failed build jobs for a direct feedback on the feasibility of a part and the importance of design guidelines.

### 3 Structure of the Lecture and Practical Course

#### 3.1 Lecture

The lecture material was delivered in four consecutive sections (cf. Tab. 1). In the first section, an introduction is given to the basic idea of AM, namely fabricating a distinctly shaped 3D object by adding shapeless material in layers in an automated process based on a digital 3D model of that object. It is made clear that AM is not one single technology but rather a multifaceted field, which has undergone rapid development with growth rates of 30% per year. After this introduction the generic workflow of AM is explained [16–20].

To connect to process engineering, the concept of flexible and agile modular plants for production of specialty chemicals and active pharmaceutical ingredients is introduced (cf. Fig. 3), which represents a new direction in chemical process engineering targeting shorter time to market, customized production and improved economics, e.g., through plug-and-produce strategies relying on available standardized process equipment assemblies and plant reconfigurability [6]. Examples for modular plants at different scales are presented, also addressing the aspect of automation of custom-made synthesis routes, reaction optimization, design of molecules, and discovery of new functions based on artificial intelligence methods in order to demonstrate the actuality and relevance of this approach [21–24].

#### Table 1. Content of the lectures and allocation of time to the individual topics.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Section</th>
<th>Lecture hours</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Introduction</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Generic principle and workflow of additive manufacturing</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Manufacturing of components and devices for process engineering applications</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- The promise of additive manufacturing for process engineering</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Selected 3D printing methods</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Fused filament fabrication (FFF) / deposition modeling (FDM)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Vat polymerization / stereo lithography (SL) and photopolymer jetting (PJ)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Selective laser melting (SLM)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Binder jetting (BJ)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Design for additive manufacturing</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Design principles</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Data process chain</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Data preparation software</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Quality</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Applications</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Bioengineering</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Flow chemistry</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Energy</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Following, the potential of AM for supporting the development of novel key components for high-performing process equipment assemblies for modular plants is deduced from this reasoning, illustrated by examples from own research [26–28] and emphasizing that AM enables, on one hand, a new quality of fully digital simulation-assisted design and fabrication of advanced process equipment, but, on the other hand, also calls for design automation to exploit its full potential for speeding up the development cycle.

The second section provides an overview of the most important AM methods including the historical development of the field (cf. Fig. 4). Fused filament fabrication, stereo lithography and photopolymer jetting, laser beam powder bed fusion, and binder jetting are explicitly covered.

The working principles of all these methods are briefly introduced like shown exemplarily in Fig. 5, an overview of the materials that can be processed with them is given, and the basic characteristics of the printed parts, such as isotropy or anisotropy of the mechanical properties, strength, resistance against temperature and chemicals are discussed, in particular with a view to their use for process engineering applications. Commercially available machines from different manufacturers are shown together with examples of objects fabricated with them. For each AM method, at least one prominent exemplary application in process engineering from the scientific literature is presented and discussed to show the relevance of the method [29–38].

Moreover, the RepRap.org community [39] 3D printing project (cf. Fig. 6) is introduced through illustrative videos from the internet to make the students aware of the maker community.

In the third section, the minimum necessary skills and techniques to successfully participate in the design → simulate → print → test cycle were taught, including a basic introduction to Autodesk Fusion 360 or Inventor (for simple 3D design) and Autodesk CFD (for simple fluid flow and heat transfer CFD simulations). It is of
course the case that many different CAD and CFD software packages are available, and for this course the offerings of Autodesk were chosen as the software is relatively straightforward (especially Fusion 360, an entry-level CAD package) and free education licenses are available for students and educators. Customized lectures and short videos were used to teach only the most essential elements, while sign-posting to more comprehensive tutorials and training materials was provided for the more interested students. Throughout this section of the course, the design philosophy of “Design for Additive Manufacturing” was embedded in the teaching, drawing on the concepts described by Diegel et al. [18].

One interesting educational aspect in this section of the course was to illustrate the design simulation workflow with a simple concentric tube heat exchanger, showing all the steps necessary to complete the design, export to the CFD software, and set up the fluid flows and boundary conditions to conduct simple steady-state and dynamic simulations. This was compared to the effort required to solve the steady-state heat transfer by hand, which is non-trivial.

During this part of the course, the practical started so that students could immediately make use of their new skills in practice. This close coupling between taught material in lectures and the ability of students to immediately implement and build on their learning with practical examples was beneficial for student learning, in particular as they started to design their own heat exchangers, they could ask questions or seek help with learning the software in parallel.

The fourth section of the lectures covered a range of exemplary applications of AM, including energy and biomedical fields. With the aim to facilitate the consolidation of this new information and expertise, we selected applications supposed to be familiar to master students (cf. Fig. 7). The examples presented in class covered a short introduction to real-world applications of the subjects (e.g., printing of anatomical models for surgical planning). Then the printing techniques were proposed by the students in a round table approach, before looking into how it was solved in the examples presented. The student’s response was remarkable making evident the effectiveness of an integrative approach of lectures and practical work.

3.2 Practical

Based on problem-based teaching, the accompanying practical course was intended to strengthen the students’ knowledge from the lecture. In six biweekly classes a functional...
device should be designed and evaluated in silico and in real by each student. The task should be based on a chemical engineering problem. However, the task should be in such a manner that it allows a fast and direct feedback about the design without toxic substances and large evaluations and measurement setups. The design of a heat exchanger offered itself for this as a component of almost all process plants and the possibility to test it with water. For the evaluation a simple test stand consisting of two thermostats and a thermocouple transducer display was set up, shown in Fig. 8. For the connection of the heat exchangers hose connections with simple clamps for quick change between countercurrent and cocurrent were chosen. This solution has the advantage that only a simple pipe socket has to be provided and no postprocessing, such as thread cutting, is necessary. Ideally, a suitable design will allow direct plug and play after printing. For the evaluation of the heat balance thermocouples are in the connecting lines before the hose connectors. The design was done with the CAD software Autodesk Fusion 360 or Inventor. Between the practical meetings, employees at IMVT printed and postprocessed the drafts of the students. All of the designs were printed in 316 L with the DMG MORI SLM 125 unit shown in Fig. 1.

4 Results and Experiences from the First Two Years

The number of participants was not huge, but the participants were all the more enthusiastic with the willingness to invest a lot of time in the course to create a working heat exchanger (cf. Fig. 9). In the first practical sessions, we helped the students to get their thoughts and ideas from a sketch sheet of paper into a printable CAD-file. Since at KIT for chemical and bioengineers CAD is not a part of the curriculum, this was first a bit challenging for the students. Therefore, from winter term 2021 on we also offer a lecture for digital design for process engineers. Nevertheless, the students showed a steep learning curve, and some came up with advanced design especially for the internal structures of the heat exchangers like gyroids. Still, most of them were inspired by conventional designs like tube exchangers or plate heat exchangers. The main challenges were then to adapt the design – especially for the more conventional ones – in a way that they were printable. The main problem most students faced was how to connect the internal structure to the hose without an impossible overhang.

As teachers we further recognized that it is difficult to guide the students without restricting creativity or bringing already a design to their mind. For instance, giving a maximum build space of, e.g., $50 \times 50 \times 50 \text{ mm}^3$ results in mostly heat exchangers utilizing the whole space. Here a volume or weight limit could help to give the students the freedom of a bigger design space without extreme long printing times, which otherwise make the production “just-in-time” nearly impossible. The same holds for minimum wall thicknesses, overhangs, and minimum hole diameters, as the students mostly tend to go to the limits to increase the performance of their heat exchangers. For the latter especially, a loop of printing, post processing, and evaluation helps. Consequently, we guided the students in the meetings and pointed out obvious problem areas in their designs. However, we intentionally printed also those parts that we knew would become a “misprint”. Seeing the result on their own part, e.g., an overhang with spraying water due to a hole, helped students much more than just telling them or showing them examples. This was also seen in their final oral exam. We recognized that students could better explain the design guidelines and problems of additive manufacturing if they had “trouble” with their parts in the practical. However, the number of cycles was limited due to the time, and the time till they had their first design. This highlights the fact that one should design such a course and practical with as many iteration cycles as possible. In the first year, we underestimated this a bit and gave the participants too much time until they should have their first model printed. In the second year, we encouraged the participants to submit a first draft earlier in order to print it. This also helped us to schedule the prints better. With all these learnings, we could increase the number of working heat exchangers from around 30% to around 70% from the first to the second year.

Figure 8. Test rig for the evaluation of the printed heat exchangers.

Figure 9. Different printed heat exchangers from the course. They clearly show the motivation and creativity of the participants.
5 Conclusions

Starting with a clean slate, we have developed a new course on AM for chemical and bioengineers at KIT as a synergistic mix of traditional lecture-based learning, practical learning with computer software packages, and perhaps most importantly, the ability to print real metal devices and test their performance. The concept is embodied in a design → simulate → print → test cycle that allows students to develop their own creative designs; in this case for a small compact heat exchanger, which allows for simplicity of design (so that students can complete the design cycle in the time allowed), but enough degrees of freedom that they can, and did, produce a wide range of highly original designs. Student feedback was positive and student learning outcomes (proxy measure being their course outcome) were uniformly high, no students failed the course in the first two years. We are convinced the course provides important engineering skills in an aspect of process engineering, which is undergoing rapid growth.

We thank all students participating in the course for their enthusiasm. We thank Manuel Hofheinz and Fabian Rupp for the help in printing and machining the heat exchangers.

Abbreviations

AM Additive Manufacturing
BJ Binder jetting
EBM Electron beam melting
FDM Fused deposition modeling
FFF Fused filament fabrication
LB-PBF Laser-beam powder bed fusion
MJ Material jetting
PJ Photopolymer jetting
SL Stereo lithography
SLM Selective laser melting
SLS Selective laser sintering
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